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Live track data from direct 



















4 Version 1 
Direct-To does not 
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FACET(Future ATM 

















































































































































































































Profile Sector En-route(PFSE) 
AutoResolver 
(AAC) 






































•  Multiple TS thread 
•  Multiple thread of 
resolution cycle 
2  List 









































































•  Manual Trial Planning Data 
•  Aircraft Information 
•  Traffic & Weather Conflict 
•  Trajectory Time Steps & 
Waypoints 
•  AAC Parameter File Location 
•  Maneuver - Capture And 




•  Direct-to Flight List 
•  DWR Resolutions, Trajectory, Traffic and Weather 
Conflicts, Time Savings 
•  Manual Trial Plan info: Auto Selection Capture Fix, 
Time Savings, Conflict, Trajectory 
•  Capture Waypoint List For All Aircraft 
•  Flight Plan Trajectory Status (Success, Failure) 
WX. Data 
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•  Trial Plan Maneuver Request 
•  Trajectory Data Request 
•  Conflict Prediction 





•  Trial Plan Request for Sector Analysis •  Sector Loading Information 
•  Direct-To Flight List 
•  DWR Resolution, Trajectory, Traffic and WX Conflicts, Time Savings 
•  Manual Trial Plan info: Auto Select Capture  Fix, Time Savings, 
Conflict, Trajectory 
•  Capture Waypoint List For All Aircraft 
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